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1. Introduction. Let GΓo be a non-discrete locally compact abelian
group with a topology τ0. Let M{Gτ) be the commutative semisimple
Banach algebra consists of bounded regular Borel measures on GTQ. We
write %R the maximal ideal space of M(GTQ). For μ e M(GΐQ), we put μ*(E) =
μ(-E) for all Borel subset E of GTQ. Then we have μ* e M(Gτ) and M(GTQ)
is considered a Banach *-algebra. Let A be the set of all symmetric
multiplicative linear functionals on M(GTQ), that is A = {/eSft: f(μ*) =
f(μ) for all μeM(GΐQ)}. A closed subspace (subalgebra, ideal) N of M(GTQ)
will be called an L-subspace {Lsubalgebra, L-ideal) if N satisfies the
condition; μeM(GTo), veN and μ is absolutely continuous wi th respect to

v, then μeN. For a subspace N of M(Gτo), we put N1 = {μeM(GTQ): μ
is mutually singular with ve N}.

In this note, we consider the following subspace of M(GTo); M(A) =
{μeM(Gτo):μ(f) =0 for all f<£A}. J. H. Williamson ([9]) showed that
for every μeM(A), \βd(f)\ < \βc(f)\ for all /e2K, where μd and #, are
the discrete part and the continuous part of μ, respectively. And he
conjectured that μd = 0 for every μeM(A) ([9]). Using the results of
J. L. Taylor ([7]), T. Shimizu ([6]) showed that M(Δ) is a proper L-ideal
of M(GTQ) and Williamson's conjecture is true. For a locally compact
group topology τ on G which is strictly stronger than r0, we may con-
sider M{Gτ) a prime L-subalgebra of M(Gτ) with natural injection ([3]).
It is clear that MC{GT)

L = M(GTd), where τd is the discrete topology on
G and MC(GTQ) = {μeM(GTQ):μ is continuous}. From the above fact, we
have the following conjecture:

Conjecture I. M(Δ) is contained in M(Gτ)
L.

For M{Gτ), there is a Raikov system % such that M(GT) = AΓ(g), where
M(%) — {μeM(GTo): there is Ae% such that μ is concentrated on A}.
Thus we have a more generally conjecture as follows:

Conjecture II. For a proper Raikov system g> we have Jli"(J) c M($)L.
In § 1, we show that our conjecture II is true, if Gro is metrizable. In

§2, we show that our conjecture I is true. In §3, we show a property of the
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Gelfand transforms of M(Δ)9 using Taylor's structure semigroup of M(GTQ).

2. Metrizable group. Throughout this section, let G be a non-discrete
locally compact abelian group. A subset of G is called type Fσ if it is a
countable union of compact subsets of G. A collection of subsets of G of
type Fσ is called a Raikov system if the following properties hold:

(1) If Ai G g and A2 is a subset of Ax of type Fσf then A2 e g.
(2) The union of a countable collection of sets in g also in g.
(3) If A e g and ίeG, then A - t e g .
(4) If Aeg, then A + A e g .
Let m be a Haar measure on G. A Raikov system g such that

m(A) = 0 for every A e g, will be called proper. For a ^-compact subset
A, there exists a minimal Raikov system containing A. Such a Raikov
system will be called a single generated Raikov system. For a Raikov
system g, we put M(g) = {μeM(G): there exists A e g such that μ is
concentrated on A}. For a Raikov system g, if A e g implies — A e g,
then g is a symmetric Raikov system. For a single generated symmetric
Raikov g, there is a group which generates g.

J. L. Taylor ([7]) showed that there exists a compact topological semi-
group S and an isometric isomorphism θ from M{G) into M(S) such that the
image of θ is weak* dense in M(S) and the maximal ideal space of M(G)
is identified with the set S of all continuous semicharacters on S. For

μeM(G), the Gelfand transform μ of μ is given by μ(f) ~ \ fdθμ for
JS

every f e S.
For a given subset E of G which contains 0, we shall say a subset

F of G is (1?, 1)-independent if the following relation holds:
Σ ί U nr%r £ E if and only if nr = 0 for 1 ^ r g iV, where a?!, , a^

are distinct elements of I*7 and nl9 •••, n^, are integers with \nr\ <̂  1.

THEOREM 1. Lei g &e a proper symmetric Raikov system with a single
generator. Let H be a group which generates g . // there exists a perfect
compact {H, l)-independent set P, then we have ikf(z/) cikf(g) x .

PROOF. Let μ0 be a positive continuous measure concentrated on P,
with I[#,11 = 1. We put μ = (l/2)(μ0 + μ*)9 then μ = μ* and μ is concen-
trated on Q = P ( j ( — P ) . For a non-negative measure ω0Gilί(g) with
||α>0|| = 1, we put ω = (l/2)(ω0 + ω0*) and σ = ω2 — μ2. As the proof of
Proposition 2 of [10] we obtain that μn^ωm^ JL μn2β)mz for (^, m^ =£ (w2, m2)
where w{, mi (i = 1, 2) are positive integers. So we have

\σn\\ = v l Λlιι,,»Λ>»<-*>ιι v Γ l 5>
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and the spectral norm of σ is 2. Hence there is a complex homomorphism
h of M(G) such that | h{σ) | = 2. Since || μ || = 1, we have that | h(μ2) | ^ 1, and
I h(ω2) - h(μ2) I = | h(σ) | = 2 if and only if h(ω2) = - h(μ2) and | h(ω) | = | h(μ) | = 1.
This shows that A is non-symmetric. Let / be a continuous semicharacters

on S such that h(X) = [ fdθX for every XeM(G). Since | |ω | | = 1, 1/1^1
is

and Ih(ω)| = 1, we obtain supptoc{a;GS:|/(&)| = 1}. By Shimizu [6],
we have ωeM(A)1. Then M{A) c M ® ) 1 . q.e.d.

COROLLARY 2. // G is metrizable, then we have H J j c I ® 1 for a
proper Raikov system %.

PROOF. For any μeM(j$), there exists a single generated Raikov
system %0 such that μ e Λf(f$0) and Λf(?5o) c Λf(S). If g0 is a non-symmetric
Raikov system, we can easily see M(A)czM(^^λ. If %0 is a symmetric
Raikov system, there is a group H that generates g0. Then there is a
perfect compact {H, l)-independent set P as in the proof of Proposition 1
of [10]. By Theorem 1, we have M(Δ) c M{%0)

L. Thus we have M{Δ)(Z
M(%)\ q.e.d.

3. Topologies on groups and M{Δ). Let G be a non-discrete locally
compact abelian group and G be the dual group of G. Let H be a closed
subgroup of G and £> the canonical continuous homomorphism from G onto
G/H.

PROPOSITION 3. We put Φμ(E) = μ(φ~ι{E)) for every Borel set E of
G/H. Then we have the fallowings:

(a) Φ is a norm decreasing positive homomorphism from M(G) onto
M(G/H).

(b) For every non-negative measure ve M(G/H), there exists a non-
negative measure μ e M(G) such that Φμ = v.

(c) Φ(μ*) = {Φμ)* for every μeM(G).

PROOF. At first, we shall show (a). For every Borel subset E of
G/H, we have

χE(y)dΦμ(y) = \ χE(<P
H JG

for every μeM(G), where χE is a characteristic function of E. Then for
every Borel function / on G/H, we have

(5) ( f(y)dΦμ(y) = \ f{φ{x))dμ{x)
JGIH JG

for every μ e M(G). Let A be the annihilator of H, then we may consider
A as the dual group of G/H. By (5), we have {Φμ){Ί) — μ(i) for every
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yeΛ. Then we get (Φ(μ*v))(7) = (Φμ*Φv)(7) for every yeΛ. From the
uniqueness theorem, we obtain Φ(μ*v) = Φμ*Φv. By the definition of
Φ, Φ is a positive norm decreasing linear mapping. Moreover, Φ is an
onto mapping by ([5]; p. 54). Thus (a) is proved, (c) is clear by the de-
finition. Finally, we shall show (b). For every non-negative measure
v e M(G/H), there exists μ0 e M(G) such that ΦμQ = v. Let μ0 = μγ — μ2 +
i(μ3 — μ4) be the Jordan decomposition of μ0, where μt ^ 0 (n = 1, 2, 3, 4).
Since Φμ0 ^ 0, we have Φμ0 = Φμx — Φμ2. Since Φμ2 ^ 0, we get Φμ± ^
Φμ0 ^ 0. Then from Radon-Nikodym's theorem, there exists a non-negative
Borel measurable function fe &(Φμΐ) such that | | / | U ^ 1 and Φμ0 =
We put

( 6 )

for every Borel subset E of G. Then μ is a non-negative measure on G.
By (5) and (6), we get

Φμ(A) - ( = \ χA-fdΦμί
J GIH

(
JGJH

for every Borel subset A of G/H. Thus we have Φμ = v. q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 4. Lei H be a σ-compact closed subgroup of G. If E
is a σ-compact subset of GjH, then 9~X{E) is a σ-compact subset of G.

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that E is compact.
Let if be a σ-compact open subgroup of G. Since φ(H0) is open, there
exists a finite set {xl9 , xn} c G such that # ( = U ί U (Φfrk) + 9>(-Ho)) Then
we have φ~~ι{E) c \Jl=ι (xk + Ho + H). Since Ho and H are σ-compact,
iϊ 0 + His σ-compact. Then (Jfc=i (̂ * + -HΌ + -H") is σ-compact. Since φ~\E)
is a closed set, φ^iE) is σ-compact. q.e.d.

Let GΓo be an abelian group G with a non-discrete locally compact
abelian group topology τ0. Let τ be a locally compact abelian group
topology on G strictly stronger than τ0. Now we consider that GTQ and
r are fixed. Let 57 be the continuous identity mapping from Gτ to GTQ.
For μ e M(GT), we put Ψμ the restriction of μ to the Borel field of GTQ.
Then Ψ is an isometric isomorphism from M(GT) into M(GTo) and we may
consider that M{Gτ) is a prime L-subalgebra of M(GTQ). The following
proposition is important for our purpose.

PROPOSITION 5 (J. Inoue [3]). For μeM(GTo), μeM(Gτ) if and only
if there exists a Borel set C of GTQ such that y]~~ι(C) is a σ-compact subset
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of Gτ and μ is concentrated on C.

COROLLARY 6. For μ e M(GΐQ), μ e M{Gτ)
L if and only if μ(C) = 0 for

every Borel set C of GTQ such that ^~X(C) is σ-compact.

Let H be a closed subgroup of GΓo, and φlf φ2 be the canonical homo-
morphisms from GTQ onto GJH, from Gτ onto GτjH, respectively. Let ψ
be a continuous identity mapping from GJH to GτJH. Then we have the
following commutative diagram.

τ Γ 0

GJH-^ GJH.

Let Φ be a canonical homomorphism from M(GTQ) onto M(GτJH) induced
by φx. The following proposition is followed by Lebesgue's decomposition
theorem.

PROPOSITION 7. Let N be an L-subspace of M(GTQ), then N1 is an
L-subspace and M(GΐQ) = Nζ&N1.

PROPOSITION 8. Suppose H is a closed subgroup of GTQ and a σ-
compact subset of Gτ. Then we have

( 7 ) Φ(M(Gτ)) = M(GJH) and
( 8 ) Φ(M(Gry) = M(GJHy.

PROOF. At first, we shall show (7). Let μeM(Gτ), then by Proposi-
tion 5 there exists a Borel set C of GTQ such that y~ι{C) is σ-compact and μ
is concentrated on C. Then Φμ is concentrated on <px(C). Since ψ~ί(φ1(C)) =
φ2{y~ι{C)) and y\C) is a σ-compact subset of GΓ, ψ~ι(φi{C)) is a σ-compact
subset of GJH. Then we have Φμ e M(GJH) by Proposition 5. Let
v G M(GJH), then there exists a Borel set CΊ of GJH such that ir~\C^)
is σ-compact and v is concentrated on Clβ There exists λeJlί(G r o) such
that Φλ = v by Proposition 3. We put XQ(E) = X(E Π ̂ ΓXd)) for every
Borel set E of GΐQ. Then we have Φλ0 = v. Since ψ'iΨT'iC,)) = Ψϊ1{'f1{Cx))9

Ύ]~ι(φ-ι(C$) is a σ-compact subset of Gr by Proposition 4. By Proposition
5, we have XQeM(Gτ). Then Φ(M(Gτ)) = M(Gτ/H). Next, we shall show
(8). For every Borel set C2 of GJH such that ψ~ι{C2) is a σ-compact
subset of GJH, y~l(<P7l{C$) is σ-compact. Then Φμ(C2) = μ(φ~ι(C2)) = 0 for
every μeM{Gτy. By Corollary 6, we have ΦμeM(GτjH)L. Conversely,
for j ; e M(Gτ/Hy, there exists /̂  e M(GTt) such that Φ// = v. By Proposition

6, we have μ = μι + μ2 where μί€M(Gr) and μ2eM(Gτy. Since Φ ^ e
M(GJH) and Φ/̂ 2 e M(GJH)1, we have Φμ2 = v. Then Φ(M(Gτy) = M(GJHy.

q.e.d.
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The following lemma is essential to show our main theorem.

LEMMA 9. Let K be a σ-compact open subgroup of Gτ. Then there
exists a compact subgroup H of Gτ such that GJH contains a perfect
compact (φ(K), l)-independent subset, where φ is the canonical map from
Gΐ0 onto GJH.

PROOF. Let K=\jz^Km, such t h a t i ξ c i ^ c : , ••-, Kma ••• (m =
1, 2, •••) are compact subsets of Gτ. There exists a countable family
{Un) (n = 1, 2, •), where Un is a compact neighborhood of 0 e Gτ such t h a t

( 9 ) Un= -Un (n = l , 2 , - . . ) ,
(10) Unz>Uu+1+ Un+1 (n = l , 2 , . . . ) .
Let Ko — Γ\n=ι Un, then Ko is a compact subgroup of Gτ. By Proposi-

tion 3 of [1], there exists a countable family {Wm,n} (m, n = 1, 2, •••),
where Wm,n is a compact neighborhood of 0 e Gτo such t h a t

(11) WM = - WM,
(12) Wm>nz> Wm,n+1 + Wmtn+1, and
(13) Wm,nnKmaUm.

Let Vn = ΠUΠUi Wjtk, then {Vn} (n = 1,2, •••) has the following pro-
perties:

(14) Vn= - Vn,
(15) Vnz>Vn+ί+ Vn+1, and
(16) VnΠKn(zUn (n = l,2, . . . ) .

Let jfiΓ0 = ΠΓ=i l̂ n, then Ho is a compact subgroup of GTQ. For a; e fί0 Π ϋΓ,
there exists a positive integer n0 such that a? e Kn Π F» for every n Ξ> ^ 0 .
Since Σ7X => ?72 =) , we have a? e Ko. Thus we get that Hof) Ka KQ, and
JEfo Π K is a compact subgroup of Gτ. Let ̂ 0 be the canonical map from
Gτo onto GJH0 n iΓ, then

(17) ?β(ffo)n?o(ϊ) = |θ).
We consider the following two cases.

Case I. Suppose φo(Ho) is an infinite compact subgroup of GτJH0 Π K.
Then there exists a perfect independent set of φo(Ho). By (17), it is a
(φo(K), l)-independent set. Thus H = Hof] K and φ = φ0 satisfy this
lemma.

Case II. Suppose 9>o(i2i) is a finite compact subgroup of GJH0 Π ίΓ.
Let 9>i be the canonical map from GTQ to GτJH0. Since φo(HQ) is finite, iJ0

is a compact subgroup of Gτ. Now, we show φx(K) is a set of the first
category in GτJH0. Otherwise there exists a positive integer n such that
ΨiiKn) contains an interior point. Since φ^iΨiiK,)) = Kn + Ho, Kn + Ho

contains an interior point in GTQ. Then we have mTQ(Kn + Ho) > 0, where
mrn is a Haar measure on Gr. Since if% + Ho is a compact subset of Gr,
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by Proposition 5 we have mTQ(Kn + Ho) — 0, a contradiction. Since GτJH0

is metrizable ([2]), there is a (φ^K), 1)-independent compact perfect subset
of GτJH0 ([10]). We put H = Ho and ψ — φu then the proof is complete.

q.e.d.

THEOREM 10. Let τ be a locally compact abelian group topology on
G strictly stronger than τ0, then we have M(Δ) c M(Gτ)

L.

PROOF. Since M(Δ) and M{Gτ) are L-ideals, it is sufficient to show
that for any non-negative μeM(GT), we have μ$M(Δ). Let if be a α-
compact open subgroup of Gτ. We take H and φ satisfying Lemma 9.
Let Φ be the homomorphism from M{Gτ) to M{GτJH) induced by φ.
Let g be the Raikov system generated by φ(K), then ilf(g) = M(GJH).
By Proposition 8 and Theorem 1, for any nonzero μeM(GT), there ex-
ists a non-symmetric complex homomorphism / on M(GTJH) such that
foφ(μ) — f(Φμ) Φ 0. Prom (c) of Proposition 3, /oφ is a nonsymmetric
homomorphism / on M(GTQ). Thus we have μ$M(Δ). q.e.d.

3. Gelfand transforms of M(Δ). Let G be a nondiscrete locally
abelian group, and S be Taylor's structure semigroup of M{G). The
maximal ideal space of M{G) is identified with S, with the weak*-topology
of M(G), the set of all nonzero continuous semicharacters on S. We may
consider S, a compact separately continuous abelian semigroup. Let
H = {feS: I/ | 2 = |/|}, then S\HΦ 0 (c.f. [7]).

B. E. Johnson [4] showed that (S\H) Π Δ Φ 0 . In this section, we
give a topological characterization of (S\H) f] Δ. For feS\H, we put
J(/) -{ίceS: /(α?) = 0} and SW(J(/)) - {̂  e Λf(G): supp β^ c J(/)}. Let C
be the complex field and C+ = {z e C: Re z > 0}.

^THEOREM 11. S\H is contained in the weak*-closure of S\Δ in S, that
is S\Δ => S\H.

PROOF. Let feS\H and / e Δ. Then there exists fc/Giί such that
/ = hf\f\ by the polar decomposition theorem ([7]). We put fz = hf\f\z

for zeC+, then fz e S. Let V be any neighborhood of /. We may assume
that

Since fz —* /(z —• 1) is uniformly convergent, there exists δ > 0 such that
fz e V for z e {x e C+: \ 1 - x \ < δ}. Since fe S\H, there exists xoeS such
that 0 < |/(a?0)| < 1. We take a neighborhood Z7(α?0) of x0 such that 0 <
\f(x)\ < 1 on Ϊ7(αjo). The image of M(G) is weak*-dense in M(S), then
there exists μeM(G) such that the support of θμ is contained in U(x0)
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and μ(f) Φ 0. We put F(z) = μ{fz) for z e C+. Then F(z) is a nonconstant
analytic function on C+. Suppose that {fz: |1 — z\ < δ} a A. Then we
have F{z) = μ(fz) = β{fz) for ze {x e C+: |1 - x\ <δ}9 and i*7^) is an
analytic function on {x e C+: | 1 — x | < δ}. Thus F(z) is a constant on
{xeC+: |1 — a?| < δ}. By identity theorem, F{z) is a constant function on
C+. This is a contradiction. Then there exists ge{fz: |1 — ̂ | < <?} such
that r̂ ̂  z/. q.e.d.

COROLLARY 12. // μ e M{Δ), then β(f) = 0 for all fe S\H.

Let G be the dual group of G. T. Shimizu ([6]) showed that

(S\Λ) G c (S\A) .

Since S is a separetely continuous topological semigroup, we have

(S\A) G c (S\J) .

COROLLARY 13. If feS\H, then M{Δ) c

PROOF. Since feS\J, we have / GcS\A Let μeM(Δ), then we
have £(0) = 0 for sr e / G. This shows that ^ G 5W(J(/)) by Shimizu ([6]).
Thus we have M(J) c S»(J(/)). q.e.d.
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